
ART. IX – John Denton re-visited – a fresh appraisal of the manuscript transcripts of his
“Accompt”
BY DAVID MAWSON

LEGEND has it that John Denton of Cardew (c.1561-1617) was imprisoned
in the Tower of London as a result of a dispute with his kinsman, Dr Henry
Robinson, Bishop of Carlisle and that he made extracts from the State

Records kept there, which later formed the basis for his History of Cumberland.
Although the “Accompt” was certainly sourced from these records, the romantic
myth of his imprisonment is convincingly refuted by James Wilson, editor of the
Victoria History of Cumberland, who, in a paper entitled “The First Historian of
Cumberland”,1 points out that Denton, a lawyer with local knowledge, had been an
agent in the county for the discovery of concealed lands on behalf of Queen
Elizabeth,2 and in 1600/1601 had spent much of his time on official business among
these records in the Tower.

Although it is unlikely he saw himself in that light, John Denton was most
certainly the founding father of antiquarian studies in Cumberland. With historical
hindsight it can be said that his “Accompt” contained many errors, but it must be
remembered that in pioneering a field which had few predecessors, his sources fell
far short of those available to historians of the present day. Thus, where original
evidence was unavailable in the Tower or upon local enquiry, he had of necessity to
rely upon secondary sources. Anglo-Saxon scholars editing the documentary
materials which were to form the basis for an exact study of Mediaeval English
history were not to gain full recognition at the ancient universities until several
decades after Denton’s death.3 He was nevertheless one of those whose interest in
the past presaged the full flowering of antiquarian research later in the century in
what David Douglas has described as “the most prolific movement of historical
scholarship which this country has ever seen”.4

One imagines that the records of his research were essentially a practical aid to
investigations on behalf of the Crown: a dossier for his own, rather than for public
use. Thomas Machell (1647-1698),5 when commenting upon the so called “Four
Leaves” (an addendum which does not feature in all the transcripts), was of opinion
that these “being writt more compendiously & in a Smarter Style were part of a
transcript being prepared for the Press”, but we have no evidence that this was ever
Denton’s intention. Indeed his “Accompt” only came to be regarded as an
important historical source because of the manuscript copies which Machell and
other antiquaries such as William Gilpin (1657-1724)6 and Hugh Todd (c.1658-
1728)7 were to make later in the seventeenth century.

The date of the original manuscript is unclear. According to the transcripts, one
of the few contemporary dates given by Denton is found in the pedigree of the
Brisco family where his account of Crofton ends with “John son of William now
Lord of Crofton 1582, an infant”.8 On the other hand extraneous evidence
concerning the Hutton family shows that the description of Skirwith could only have
been written between 1601 and 1604, while the sections relating to Gamblesby and
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Biglands, and to Grinsdale must be earlier than 1604, for in each case Denton
reports “It is now in the Queen’s hand by the attainder of the heir of the Dacres”.
On the other hand the account of Wythop cannot have been written before 1606, for
Denton mentions the sale of the manor which took place that year. The probability
is that the “Accompt” was compiled over a period of years – a contention which
seems to be supported by William Gilpin, who in the preface to his 1687 transcript
suggests that the original was “but a Collection of materialls wch [Denton] intended
afterward to have digested into better form”.

In the printed transcript which he edited for our Society in 1887,9 Chancellor
Ferguson reported having seen seven early manuscript copies of the “Accompt” (or
rather editions, for they all differ in detail) namely:
1. A very early copy which had belonged to Major Fairclough, but was then in

Canada, and which he (Ferguson) had copied “many years before”.
2. A transcript made in 1670 for Thomas Machell, and divided into two parts.

This is now in the Cumbria Record Office, Carlisle [hereafter CRO(C)] D. & C.
Machell vol. 6.

3. A manuscript brought down to the year 1687, and presented by Hugh Todd to
Queen’s College, Oxford that year. Queen’s College (MS 282).

4. A small manuscript book prepared by William Gilpin, and dated 20 August
1687, which is now in the possession of the present author.

5. A folio copy in the library of the Society of Antiquaries, which Ferguson
considered must have been made between the years 1734 and 1747.

6. A volume of unspecified date, but made prior to 1743, seen in the library at
Tallentire Hall, Cockemouth, containing a copy of the “Accompt” as well as a
transcript of other documents.

7. The Milbourne manuscript, a transcript taken from number 4, and brought
down to the year 1749 by William Milbourne of Armathwaite Castle. This is
now in the Jackson Library (A151).

In 1708 Bishop William Nicolson reported having seen another Denton MS then in
the collection of James Bird of Brougham Hall who is known to have had a
collection of manuscripts associated with John Denton. The copy seen by Nicolson
is accordingly:
8. The Bird transcript.10

Since the publication of Ferguson’s printed transcript several more early copies have
appeared, namely:
9. A manuscript copy probably made after 1698, now in the Jackson Library

(A177).
10. The Hutton John MS made after 1674 but possibly before 1698, now deposited

in CRO(C) D/Lons/L12/4/5/1 and reported in CW1, xiii, 218-223.
11. The Holkham MS – of uncertain date but seemingly transcribed shortly before

number 12 below. This copy is in the possession of the Earl of Leicester at
Holkham Hall (Holkham MS 760) and was reported in CW2, xxiii, 103-108.11

12. The Mawson MS – reported in CW2, lxxviii, 97-103, and therein referred to as
MS 11 (being the eleventh transcript to be discovered in modern times). The
greater part of this small volume which is in the possession of the present author,
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is in the same hand as Holkham, and can be dated to 1690-1694.12

13. The Rowley MS – an 18th century copy, probably of the Mawson MS, is also in
private hands.

14. The St Edmund Hall MS – of uncertain date, but pre 1728, is one of two copies
now in the Bodleian Library (St Edmund Hall 8/1).

15. The Craighall MS – a transcript prepared by Hugh Todd for his patron
Viscount Preston in 1688, and now deposited in CRO(C) DX1329/1.

16. The Holme MS – seemingly made after 1698 and certainly before 1712. This,
the most recent copy to be noticed, was discovered by Dr Angus Winchester in
the Bodleian Library (Top Cumb C1).

There are also modern manuscript copies in the Jackson Library as well as some
fragments of earlier transcripts, but more importantly a partial transcript (A1114)13

appears to be a contemporary copy (c.1670) of the greater portion of Machell, part
1. Past experience suggests that in years to come further copies may emerge,14

indeed another incomplete copy in the hand of Thomas Denton (1638-1698)15 was
identified recently in the Manx National Heritage Library by Dr Winchester.16

Numbers 1, 6, and 8 above are now lost, while 4, 11, 12, and 13 are as stated, in
private hands. The remaining early transcripts are in public archives or library
collections.

William Gilpin in the preface to his transcript (4) freely admitted to having re-
arranged the manors and townships within their proper baronies in order to redress
the confusion he found in the original. Gilpin was later copied by Milbourne (7), so
these represent an “edition” which is quite distinct from other known copies. 

The manuscript which Hugh Todd presented to his old college, Queen’s, in 1687
(3) is not so much a Denton transcript, as a storehouse of materials collected from
Denton. Brought together as a basis it would seem for a secular history of the
county, it is in part a transcript, in part a composition of Todd’s own making
retrieved from Denton, and in its sequence entirely re-arranged. Replete with blank
spaces and empty pages for further additions, it may at one time simply have been a
collection of loose sheets. Throughout his life Todd nurtured an ambition to
publish.17 His working arrangement was to bring together the records of his research
in a commonplace book for future reference. In the year 1687 for example he also
accumulated information from various sources relating to the ecclesiastical history of
the diocese – the source which he was to draw upon many years later when
preparing his manuscript History of the Bishopric of Carlisle.18 But apart from his
Account of the Citty of Carlile, any intention he may have had to write a secular
history of the county was never realised.19

The present author, in a paper for the Transactions of our Society written quarter
of a century ago,20 identified by the sequence of their texts two distinct series of John
Denton transcripts. One such sequence was adopted by the followers of Machell,
but manuscripts in the other series were all associated with Hugh Todd. The further
research upon which this present paper is based corroborates that finding, and
although there are minor variations in the order in which manors and townships
appear, as well as occasional omissions, it can be confirmed that except for Gilpin
(4) Milbourne (7) and Queen’s (3), of the copies which survive, the Society of
Antiquaries MS (5), Jackson A117 (9), the Hutton John MS (10), the Holme MS
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(16) and the partial transcript Jackson A1114 are all in the Machell tradition, while
those of Holkham (11), Mawson (12), Rowley (13), St Edmund Hall (14), and
Craighall (15) – none of which were known to Ferguson – are either attributable to
Hugh Todd, or copied from one of his transcripts. 

Many questions remain which only a comprehensive collation of all the known
texts, or better still discovery of the long lost original manuscript will resolve. For
example Gilpin states quite specifically that he was copying from the original,21 and
Todd tells us he had found the original “worn and imperfect”.22 Both claims should
perhaps be regarded with some caution, for the term “original” may simply have
referred to an early copy from which they transcribed. Machell, the earliest of our
known transcribers, makes no such claim when he declares that “the Coppy
whereout this transcript was taken is rent in the Remainder of this title”, or when he
describes the “Four Leaves” as “som loose sheets writt in a fair hand wth fair
margin, put in the Ancient copy (Penes De Denton) which are not Part of the copy,
but of a fair Transcript collected out of it”. [the italics are mine] But whatever may
have been their source, circumstantial evidence leads one to suspect that neither
Todd nor Gilpin can have been copying from Machell’s earlier transcript. For
example, in the account of Newton (as elsewhere where the source MS has been
imperfect) Machell makes no attempt to transcribe the defective passage. Todd and
Gilpin on the other hand both endeavour to do so.23 Nevertheless since each of them
encountered the same defective passages, it would seem all three must have been
transcribing from the same source, or from copies derived from the same source. 

Even though Todd may not have copied from Machell, he was certainly aware of
the latter’s transcript, and like Machell knew of “the Four Leaves”. (Strangely none
of those who followed in the Machell tradition appear to have been aware of them).
The Machell transcript wasn’t deposited in the Dean and Chapter library until circa
1698, but Todd must have seen it before then, for the account of the barony of
Gilsland in the Mawson MS (c.1690-1694) contains a passage commencing “The
said K. Hen 2d gave again ye Barony of Gilsland to Hubt de Vallibus” and ending
“& after about ye 10th of Hen 2d Hubert died”. Against this passage Todd has
noted “NB saw this in the Mergent”. The margin he refers to is almost certainly the
marginal addendum to Machell’s account of the barony where, albeit in somewhat
greater detail, Machell reports these two events.

Machell concludes the account of Caldbeck with a long paragraph stating that
Richard Machell of the House of Crackenthorpe once lived there. This helps to
establish the date of two other transcripts, for in the adjacent margin Todd has
scribbled “This is an Interpolation by Mr TM”. As it is unlikely he would have had
the temerity to deface the manuscript during Machell’s lifetime, he must surely have
done this after it came to the Dean and Chapter library. If so, neither the Holme MS
(16) or Jackson A177 (9) could have been made before 1698, for both of these
copies refer to Todd’s marginal annotation. 

In 1859 John Hodgson Hinde, vice-president of the Society of Antiquaries of
Newcastle upon Tyne, in a critical appraisal of the early history of our county
declared, “I have had occasion more than once to point out the inaccuracy, not to
use a harsher term, of the authorities which have hitherto been relied on”.

He condemned in particular, “the two persons by the name of Denton24 whose
manuscript collections have been the main source from whence the modern
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historians of the county have derived their information”, adding that “the contents
of these storehouses of errors must be discarded by the future topographer, or used
only to compare with more authentic documents”.25

In his Tract of 1887 Chancellor Ferguson gave fresh credibility to Hinde’s
strictures,26 but twenty-three years later the continuing disparagement of Denton’s
pivotal work was challenged by no less an authority than James Wilson in the paper
referred to at the commencement of this article. “In taking a general view of
Denton’s place in Cumbrian history” he wrote, “no writer that has yet arisen can
approach in completeness his contribution to [the county’s] earlier periods within
the limits he had set himself. It would be absurd to say that he had made no
mistakes . . . The marvel is, when his surroundings and opportunities are
considered, that there are not many more . . . Justice, has not been done to John
Denton either by his editor or by his critics”.

Our Society which had printed Ferguson’s transcript of the “Accompt” should,
Wilson asserted, make amends by promoting a new edition with the double purpose
of producing a trustworthy text and of substantiating or disproving from original
sources Denton’s historical statements.27 Dr Angus Winchester is to attempt just
such a project which one hopes may be published by our Society. This would be a
fitting memorial to Cumberland’s first historian who died nearly 400 years ago.

APPENDIX 1
Provenance

The Machell MS – CRO(C), D&C Machell vol. 6 
This copy dated 1670 belonged to and was prepared for the great local antiquary,
Thomas Machell, and upon his death in 1698 came with his other papers to
archdeacon William Nicolson (later bishop of Carlisle). Nicolson had the papers
bound in six volumes and placed them in the Dean and Chapter library, whence
they have now been transferred to the Cumbria Record Office in Carlisle. 

The Queen’s College MS – MS cclxxxii
Presented to Queen’s College by Dr Hugh Todd in 1687

The Gilpin MS
In 1887 this MS was in the possession of William Gilpin’s descendants at Scaleby
Castle, Carlisle. Michael Moon, a West Cumbrian bookseller bought it from Ben
Weinreb, a London antiquarian dealer in 1970, and in turn sold it to Dr Andrew
Thornton of Holmrook in whose possession it remained until 2003, when it was
acquired by the present author.

The Society of Antiquaries MS
Chancellor Ferguson considered that this copy, which has been collated with
Machell, was probably given to the Society of Antiquaries by Charles Lytteleton,
Bishop of Carlisle from 1762 to 1768.

The Milbourne MS
In the handwriting of William Milbourne (1717-1769) Recorder of Carlisle, this
copy given to John Fawcett by Sir Joseph Dacre Appleby Gilpin M.D. (1745-1834)
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Inspector General of Hospitals and several times Mayor of Carlisle, was
subsequently bought by Chancellor Ferguson (1837-1900) and donated to the
Bibliotheca Jacksoniana.

Jackson A177
The manuscript bears an early accession number and may have been part of the
original collection now known as Bibliotheca Jacksoniana which William Jackson of
Fleatham House, St Bees, who died in 1890, bequeathed to the Carlisle Free Library.

The Hutton John MS – CRO(C), D/Lons/L12/4/5/1
Lent by Andrew Hudleston of Hutton John to Sir James Lowther in 1771
(seemingly in connection with a lawsuit) and not returned, this MS (along with the
Thomas Denton MS) was subsequently borrowed from the then Earl of Lonsdale by
Messrs Lyson when they were researching their history of Cumberland (published in
1816). Lysons returned the MSS to Lord Lonsdale’s London house where they
remained unnoticed until rediscovered in 1892. Both MSS were then sent to
Chancellor Ferguson, who in the following year contributed a short descriptive
paper to Transactions (CW1, xiii, 218-223).

The Holkham MS – MS 760
Discovered in the Earl of Leicester’s library at Holkham in 1922, where according to
C. W. James (CW2, xxiii, 103) it “had lain hidden among a mass of old papers . . .
whose slumber had been undisturbed by former librarians”. James considered it may
have come to Holkham with the Countess of Leicester (Lady Margaret Tufton) who
succeeded to the Barony of Clifford, as representative of the Earls of Cumberland.
Our member Mary Wane advances a more tenable theory, suggesting that it might
have been acquired by one of the Dentons of Hillesden. Perhaps by Judge Alexander
Denton (1679-1740) who visited Cumberland several times on legal business. When
he died childless, his estate passed to his sister’s son, whose daughter married
Wenham Roberts, heir to the Holkham estates. 

The Mawson MS (formerly MS11)
Acquired by the present author from the West Cumbrian bookseller, Michael Moon
in 1976, but the antecedent provenance is unknown.

The Edmund Hall MS – Bodleian, St Edmund Hall MS 8/1
On 20 December 1932 five MS volumes (lot 38) were sold by Sotheby’s. Three of
these contained Dr Hugh Todd’s account of the Bishopric and Diocese of Carlisle,
but the fifth (companion) volume contained (inter alia) this MS transcript of John
Denton’s “Accompt”. Lot 38 was sold on behalf of Lord Brougham and Vaux of
Brougham Castle, Penrith, and was bought by one Thorpe, probably an antiquarian
bookdealer. The complete set was later acquired by Alfred Emden, principal of St
Edmund Hall, Oxford, who in 1950 presented it to his college.28 It is not known how
these manuscripts came to Brougham Hall, but they may have been those which
Todd’s widow sold to a Mr Stephenson of London for £70 in May 1731.29 All five
volumes are now part of the St Edmund Hall deposit in the Bodleian Library.

The Craighall MS – CRO(C), DX 1329/1
In March 1993 Scottish Record Office deposited with the Cumbria Record Office in
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Carlisle that part of the Hope of Craighall Muniments (GD 377/162) which
contained Dr Todd’s personal papers. The deposit included this MS transcript
which Todd had prepared for his patron, Viscount Preston, in 1688. Preston was
attaindered for treason and his estates forfeited in 1690. He died five years later,30 so
perhaps the manuscript was never delivered. Certainly it was still in Todd’s library
when he died, for either upon his death in 1728, or upon his wife’s death five years
later, it passed to their daughter, Catherine, who in 1725 had married Archibald
Hope, the son of Sir Thomas Hope of Craighall.

The Holme MS – Bodleian, Top Cumb C1
This transcript bears the signature and date “John Holme his 1712”. John Holme
was a Carlisle attorney, and it seems that this transcript, bound up with other papers
may have been used in connection with litigation. There is added a note in a 19th
century hand “Bought from U. Maggs Aug 14 1888 for £1 16s. 0d.”.31

APPENDIX 2

The Gilpin and Mawson MSS each contain a preface. The Craighall MS is
preceded by a dedication.

The Gilpin MS
The originall MS is supposed to be writ by an ancestr of Mr Dentons of Cardew during ye time of his
imprisonmt (as tis said) in ye Tower, upon a Contest yt hapned to be betwixt him & Dr Robinson then
Bp. of Carliell. Tis left Imperfect in many places wth large blanks, some wrof are filled up with a different
hand And some titles stand without any accompt of ym at all & ye whole is confused & wthout order; So
yt it seems to have been but a Collection of materialls wch he intended afterwards to have digested into
better form.
This Copy is word for word wth ye Originall, yr being no Alteracons but onely in ye Method, the places
being here reduced undrr their respective Baronies wch was ye design as it seem of the Author wn he had
Compleated his Collecon. And from pag. 346 to ye end ye Orthography of ye MS is precisely observed.
Those little Additions yt are made are markd thus [ ].

The Mawson MS 
To the Reader
This imperfect account of ye County of Cumberland was made by One Mr Denton of Cardew near
Carlisle, in ye latter End of Queen Eliz’s Reigne. He was a Person that study’d the Law and had
Opportunity to search the Records in The Tower of London: so that most of his Observations relate to
Gentlemen’s Estates, how they have pass’d from one to another. It may be usefull to any that designs a
more accurate Description of ye Country.

The Craighall MS
To the Right Honourable the Lord Viscount Preston
My Lord!
I make bold to present yor Lordship with this copy of ye Manuscript wch I promis’d to get done for yor
Lordship’s use. The Gentleman who was ye Author had diligence enough to make him serviceable in ye
design he undertook; tho’ he seems not to ha’ been Master of Learning to brighten & finish it for ye
Publick. In many places he is defective; in many obscure, harsh & uneven; & in some erroneous: Yet thro’
ye whole he carryed that Exactness as to ye Original of Estates & Families, that what he has done is very
usefull, & ought to put a Value upon his Labours & Memory. By help of his time oths may sound ye
Depths of those Northern Antiquityes the better; & by a little more Art & pains may polish ye rough
Diamonds wch he has gathered.
It were to be wish’d that such great Patrons of learning as your Lordship would influence an Undertaking
in the kind, to ye Benefit of succeeding Ages; and to ye Honour of your own. What relates to ye
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PLATE. 1. A selection of the coats of arms illustrated by William Gilpin in his 1687 MS transcript
(see note no. 9). At centre is Gilpin’s drawing of the Cardew crest described in Denton’s account 

of Cardew manor (see Appendix 3).
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Ecclesiastical state of this Diocese, I have collected as I could have opportunity; & if I may be so happy as
to meet with Encouragement, I shall venture to go farther, as my leisure & spare-time shall allow. Should
I make it my business, ye Matter is such, as lying out of my way, would subject me to Censure, who am
to order my studies more directly to ye service of god’s Church.

I wish yor Lordship all Happiness, & remain
My Lord

Your Lordship’s most Obliged
& most Humble servant,

Hugh Todd
Rose Castle
August 29th 1688

APPENDIX 3

John Denton’s historical account of his own manor transcribed from the Mawson
MS, pages 93-96.
The Manor and Town of Cardew in ye Barony of Dalston were anciently called Carthew i.e. Palus Sive
Mariscus Deorum, and took first name of that great Fenny ground at ye head of ye River Wathempole
now called Cardew myre, and of ye ancient Inhabitants Carthew wch is by Interpretation Gods Fenn or
Gods bogg and so called by them for yt it adjoyneth unto Thursby where ye Danes had a house or
Temple of Sacrifice, or a publick place, where those Pagans offered up ye blood of their Captives to a
God whom in that sort they honoured, as Everardus sometime Abbot of Holm-cultram hath Registred to
posterity, who lived in ye dayes H.2. 
Cardew was anciently a forrest ground as all ye rest of ye Barony of Dalston was before it was inhabited,
and pcell of yt great forrest of Englewood, and became first inhabited in Willm Rufus his time, and H.I.
The first Ancestor yt I read of, was one Willm who took Surname of ye place, and was called Willm de
Carthew, I read of yt name, and of one Stephen, & one Tho: de Car-thew. 
The last Inheritour sold his Patrimony to one Berington a chaplain wch said Berrington gave ye Same To
ye Bp of Carliell in trust to ye use of John Burdon. John Burdon had issue a Son, called allso John to
whom his father gave ye Land, to him and ye heirs of his body; and for default of Such Issue, to John
Denton & Johan his wife, and ye heirs of their bodies, whose issue Male lineally descended from father to
son, enjoyeth ye same at this day in yt Right. The said John Denton was Lord allso of Ainstabligh and of
ye forrest of Garnerie, Kirk-Patrick & Agingrey in Scotland, wch he had of ye gift of Edward Baliol K. of
Scotland. His Letters Patents thereof were were [sic] Sealed in ye Isle of East-holm. The said John
Denton was then Steward of all Annerdale under ye Lord Humphrey de Boam Earl of Herreford & Essex
High Constable of England. To whom ye said Edward Baliol or John Baliol his father gave ye whole
Seignory of Annerdale, wch was anciently ye Bruces Lands.
The said John Denton deserved so well in these warrs between ye Baliols & ye Bruces Competitors to ye
Crown of Scotland; that the Baliol then King preferred him to that forrest late ye B.P of Glascoe’s Lands,
and Kirk-patrick late ye Lands of Sr James Truisseld Adherents to ye Bruce’s faction. And ye Earl of
Herreford Preferred him to ye Steward Ship of Annerdale, ye Principle of office in yt Seignory, for yt he
first entred to ye Same, and held it to ye Earl his Masters use, in despight of ye Bruces faction.
And when Baliol was banished Scotland, he Kept Still ye Principle house, till it was fired under him
beaten and undermined ready to fall; whereupon his heirs give now in Remembrance thereof for a Chrest
a Castle flaming; wth a Lyon Rampant Issuant, wth a Sword in ye Dexter Paw brandished.
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2 John Denton was an escheator, the officer anciently appointed to enforce the feudal right of the Crown

to repossess landed estates held in fee simple where the owner had died intestate and without heirs.
3 A Saxon lectureship was not founded at Cambridge University until 1639. Oxford had to wait until

1679, when Sir Joseph Williamson endowed a lectureship at Queen’s College, and appointed his
protege William Nicolson, later bishop of Carlisle, to the post.
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quasi histories are ignored, no other county surveys appeared until the middle of the 17th century.
This didn’t mean regional research ceased, but that antiquaries during the intervening years tended to
write for a more limited audience, for a local landowner perhaps, desirous of having the history of his
own family researched and set out in manuscript. John Denton must surely have known Lambarde
(1536-1601) for he was keeper of the records in the Tower of London when Denton was at work
there. 

5 Thomas Machell (1647-1698). Rector of Kirkby Thore, and chaplain to King Charles II, collected
voluminous materials from State records and private archives towards an historical account of the twin
counties of Westmorland and Cumberland, which however he never wrote. For a brief account of his
life and a commentary upon his collections see J. M. Ewbank (ed.), Antiquary on horseback CWAAS
Extra Series vol. 19 (Kendal, 1963.)

6 William Gilpin (1657-1724). Steward to Sir James Lowther in Whitehaven, and from 1718 until his
death in 1724, Recorder of Carlisle. For a fuller account of his life see W. Jackson (ed.), Memoirs of the
Gilpin family of Scaleby Castle by the late Rev. William Gilpin CWAAS Extra Series vol. 2 (Kendal,
1892.) 

7 Hugh Todd (c.1658-1728). Prebendary of Carlisle Cathedral, rector of Arthuret and vicar of Penrith:
the first ecclesiastical historian of the diocese. For a brief account of his life see the introductory
paragraphs of “The library of an eighteenth century cleric – Dr Hugh Todd” by the present author.
CW2, xcvii, 153-171.

8 John Brisco “now Lord of Crofton 1582, an infant” married Mary, daughter of Thomas Braithwaite of
Burneshead (N&B, ii, 204) and by her had ten sons and six daughters. His daughter Mary married
Joseph Nicolson (1623-1686) whose son William, Bishop of Carlisle (1702-1718) deposited the
Machell MSS (2) in the Dean and Chapter Library. John Brisco was succeeded by his son William
(c.1607-1688) and in 1656 William’s eldest daughter, Susanna, married Richard Gilpin (1625-1700).
Another of William’s daughters, Mary, married Henry Fletcher of Tallentire Hall in 1663 (CW1, xiv,
130). Their daughter, also Mary, married her first cousin, Susanna’s son, William Gilpin (1657-1724)
author of the Gilpin transcript (4). In 1732, Catherine (1706-1741) the above mentioned William
Brisco’s great-granddaughter, married John Holme (1702-1769) of Holme Hill, Dalston, a Carlisle
attorney (CW1, xiv, 131 and N&B ibid.) John Holme’s father, also John, died in 1755, and was
probably the John Holme who inscribed his name and the date 1712 in the Bodleian MS, Top
Cumbria, C.1. (16)

9 R. S. Ferguson (ed.), An Accompt of the most considerable Estates and families in the County of
Cumberland, from the Conquest unto the beginning of the Reign of K. James [the first] by John Denton of
Cardew CWAAS Tract Series No. 2 (Kendal, 1887). Chancellor Ferguson relied upon the Gilpin and
Milbourne transcripts, noting in relation to the former that “in the margins and at the end of the
volume are some 200 local coats of arms, roughly tricked”. There are in fact 146 such illustrations,
many of which are finely drawn. Marshall Hall in The Artists of Cumbria, an Illustrated Dictionary
(Newcastle upon Tyne, 1979), 33, says William Gilpin was taught by Matthias Read (1669-1747) of
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Whitehaven, and became a talented gentleman painter of landscapes. Only one of his paintings has
ever come to light and that a century ago, so these heraldic drawings may be all that now remains of
his work.

10 James Bird (1637-1714) an attorney, and steward to Lord Tufton, was generous in lending to others
manuscripts from what appears to have been a considerable John Denton archive. On June 3 1708 he
lent William Nicolson his transcript of Denton’s “Accompt”, while Sir Daniel Fleming records that on
various dates in 1682 and 1683 he borrowed “A copy of Mr Denton’s Book” in several volumes.
These volumes contained miscellaneous ancient records collected by Denton, but there is no evidence
that James Bird’s transcript of the “Accompt” was among them. (CRO(C), D/Lons/L/12/11). In 1777
Nicolson and Burn reported that “This Mr Bird appears to have had a most ample repository of old
evidences; but after the strictest enquiry, nothing hath been found now remaining, save only . . . the
digest preserved from oblivion by Sir Daniel Fleming” (N&B, vol. 1, iv.) 

11 The account of Bothel in both the Holkham and Mawson MSS incorporates a short marginal pedigree
of the Dentons of Warnell brought down to Thomas Denton, who served as a captain in the 
Royalist Army and died of wounds received at the seige of Hull in 1643 (N&B, ii, 326). His son,
Thomas (1637-1698) was the author of A Perambulation of Cumberland 1687-1688. (CRO(C),
D/Lons/L12/4/2/2). See the printed transcript and commentary edited by A. J. L. Winchester in
collaboration with Mary Wane (Surtees Society, vol. 207: CWAAS Record Series, vol. xvi). 

12 The pedigree of the Brisco family in the Mawson MS establishes that this transcript was made between
1690 and 1694.

13 The partial transcript Jackson A1114 was presented to the Jackson Library on 1 September 1945 in
memory of Christopher Scott-Nicholson who was assassinated in Damascus while serving on General
Speirs’ mission to Syria.

14 On 13 December 1712 Hugh Todd offered to send Humphrey Wanley, librarian to the first Earl of
Oxford “That Account of This County taken in Q. Eliz time; which formerly you desir’d to see”
(Harleian MSS, 3782). Could this be another unrecorded copy of the “Accompt”?

15 Thomas Denton (1638-1698). Recorder of Carlisle from 1663 to 1679, and author of A Perambulation
of Cumberland 1687-1688. For a fuller account of his life see A. J. L. Winchester and Mary Wane, op.
cit.

16 This partial transcript entitled “The Coppy of an Old Manuscript of the Etimoligies of divers Parishes,
Townes, & houses in Cumberland, and also ye geneoligies and Pedigrees of many ancient Families,
who were & are owners” is contained in Thomas Denton’s notebook, now in Manx National Heritage
Library, Douglas, Isle of Man (MS 5A). The notebook was acquired by the Manx Museum in 1923
when it purchased the library of the bibliophile, George William Wood, to form the basis of what is
now the Manx National Heritage Library. According to Wood, he had bought the manuscript from
the library of Thomas Noble, senior warden of the Ironmonger’s Company, London, and it had
formerly been in the collection of Dr Percy [possibly Thomas Percy (1729-1811) Dean of Carlisle
(1778-82)]. I am obliged to Dr Angus Winchester for this information. 

17 See “Dr Hugh Todd’s Account of the Diocese of Carlisle” by the present author. CW2, lxxxviii, 207-
224.

18 Ibid. 
19 Several manuscript copies of Todd’s Account of the City of Carlisle survive, including one bound up with

an MS copy of his Account of the Diocese of Carlisle, in the possession of the present author. See also the
printed transcript, CWAAS Tract Series No. 5.

20 D. J. W. Mawson, “Another important copy of John Denton’s Manuscript”, CW2, lxxviii, 97-103.
21 CWAAS Tract Series No. 2, op. cit.
22 This reference to the original being worn and imperfect appears as a marginal note in the Holkham,

Mawson and St Edmund Hall MSS, all of which are transcripts associated with Dr Hugh Todd.
23 There are passages in the accounts of Newton, Wigton, Kirkbride, Caldbeck, and Crofton which

appear in Gilpin and Mawson, but are not found in Machell. On the other hand there is a perfectly
legible passage in the latter’s account of Holme Cultram which both the Gilpin and Mawson
transcripts have difficulty with.

24 “The two persons of the name of Denton” are of course John Denton of Cardew, and his distant
kinsman, Thomas Denton of Warnell (1637-1698). The latter, when writing his Perambulation in
1687-88, drew without acknowledgement most of his historical material from John Denton’s
“Accompt”. See A. J. L. Winchester, and M. Wane, op. cit. 17-19, where the relationship between
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John Denton’s “Accompt” and Thomas Denton’s “Perambulation” is discussed. 
25 Archaeological Journal, xvi, 217 and 234-5.
26 CWAAS Tract Series No 2, op. cit.
27 Scottish Historical Review, op. cit.
28 Alfred Brotherstone Emden (1888-1979). Mediaeval historian and principal of St Edmund Hall,

Oxford from 1929 to 1951.
29 CRO(C) DX1329/62.
30 Sir Richard Graham of Netherby. Created Viscount Preston by Charles II, he was Envoy

Extraordinary in Paris (1682-1685), Master of the Great Wardrobe (1686-1688), Lord Lieutenant of
Cumberland and Westmorland (1687-1688) and Secretary of State (1688). A Protestant Jacobite, he
plotted to depose William of Orange, and in May 1689 was arrested and committed to the Tower, but
no charges being preferred, was released. In the following year he was again arrested on his way to
France with letters containing plans for the restoration of James II. Indicted for High Treason, he was
sentenced to death, but later pardoned. He presented Hugh Todd to the living of Arthuret in 1688.

31 See note 8 above.
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